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Hiram and Portia Gilkerson Papers, 1875-81, 1890-1910

Box 1:

Fanny’s autograph book, 1888-93
Diary of Portia Gilkerson, 1878
Bel Ryan’s [Byans ?] family photos, Elkville, Illinois, including Big Muddy River, ca. 1890-1900
Unidentified photographs of children and adults (3”x5”)
Hiram Gilkerson, (class of 1877), portrait photo exchange album of University students
Daguerreotype photo of man
Southern Illinois and Kansas Photographs
    landscapes, farmsteads, sodhouses, harvesting, ca. 1880
University of Illinois Student Activity Photographs, 1902-1910
    Jennie Latzer, 1900
    baseball team, 1902
    class rivalry contests
Farm and Family Photographs, ca. 1890-1910
    Florence Wyle group photograph sculptress

Artifacts
    beads and birthday greeting